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This Index Guide describes the composition and calculation of the Factor Index specified below. The Index 
Calculation Agent makes the Index Guide available on the Information Page. The Index Guide constitutes 

the basis for calculating and publishing the Factor Index. 

Index Name:  10X Long Index linked to Standard & Poors 500® Index (the "Factor Index") 

Reference Instrument:  Standard & Poors 500® Index 

Index Calculation Agent: Bank Vontobel AG, Gotthardstrasse 43, 8002 Zurich, Switzerland 

Information Page: https://indices.vontobel.com 

ISIN: CH0252016065 

Valor: 25201606 

 

This Index is part of the family of Vontobel Leveraged Long and Short indices ("Factor Indices").  

The Factor Indices are not recognized financial indices but are customized indices conceived by Bank 

Vontobel AG in its capacity as Index Calculation Agent, their sole function being to act as underlying 

for this type of security (Factor Certificates).  

The Index Calculation Agent will perform the calculation and composition of the Factor Index with the ut-

most care. However, the Index Calculation Agent does not guarantee that the calculation of the indices or 
of any other parameters required for the composition and calculation, as in accordance with this Index 

Guide, will be free from error. 

Decisions on the manner and method of calculation and composition of its indices are made by the Index 
Calculation Agent in good faith and based on its best knowledge available. The Index Calculation Agent is 

neither liable for any damages nor any losses resulting from or associated with the said decisions.  

The Index Calculation Agent accepts no liability whatsoever towards third parties for associated direct or 
indirect damages, resulting from or associated with an inaccurate or erroneous calculation of the indices 

or any other parameters. Without prejudice to any potential obligations vis-à-vis licensees, the Index Cal-
culation Agent is under no obligation towards third parties, including investors and/or financial interme-

diaries, to indicate any mistakes or errors related to the Index. 

The indices of the Index Calculation Agent do not constitute a recommendation to undertake an invest-
ment. In particular, the composition, calculation and publication of the indices are neither to constitute a 

representation or a warranty nor an opinion on the part of the Index Calculation Agent with regard to the 
purchase or sale of an index constituents or any financial instrument relating to such index. 

The Index and the index family constitute the intellectual property of Bank Vontobel AG, Gotthardstrasse 

43, 8002 Zurich, Switzerland, which reserves any and all rights in this respect. 

The original version of the Index Guide is in German; foreign-language versions constitute non-binding 

translations. 

 

  

https://indices.vontobel.com/
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A) Index description 

The Factor Index reflects price movements of the Reference Instrument to a factor of 10. A rise in the price 
of the Reference Instrument since the most recent calculation of an Index Closing Value results in a positive 

change of the Factor Index as compared to the previous price of the Factor Index and vice-versa. The Factor 
Index therefore reflects a "long" strategy. 

The Factor Index consists of a leverage component and a financing component. 

Leverage component 

The leverage component tracks an investment in the Reference Instrument (or constituents thereof and in 

accordance with its rules and regulations), whereby movements in the price of the Reference Instrument 
are multiplied by the (Leverage) Factor. This leverage effect occurs with either positive or negative move-

ments in the price of the Reference Instrument, having a disproportionate effect on the value of the Factor 
Index. 

For example (leaving aside the financing component): 

 An increase in the price of the Reference Instrument (as compared to the most recent adjustment) 
by 2% results in an increase in the Factor Index by 10 x 2%; 

 a decrease in the price of the Reference Instrument (as compared to the most recent adjustment) 
by 2% results in a decrease in the Factor Index by 10 x 2%. 

Financing component 

The financing component tracks the capital costs incurred to finance the corresponding investment in the 
Reference Instrument (or constituents thereof). Additionally, a fee charged by the Index Calculation Agent 

for the calculation and administration of the Factor Index is added (Index Fee). 

The financing component therefore reduces the value of the Factor Index. 

 

B) Index definitions 

The definitions below shall apply for the purposes of this index description. 

"Adjustment Day" is the first Index Calculation Day of each calendar month. 

"Extraordinary Adjustment Event" is any of the following events as they relate to the Reference Instru-

ment: 

(a) Change, adjustment or other measure affecting the relevant concept and calculation of the 
Reference Instrument, resulting, in the opinion of the Index Calculation Agent in the relevant 

concept or calculation of the Reference Instrument no longer being comparable to those as at 
the Index Start Day. These factors are no longer comparable if, in particular, a change, adjust-

ment or other measure results in a material change in the Reference Instrument despite the 
fact that the prices of the individual securities included in the Reference Instrument and their 

weighting remain the same; 

(b) Cancellation of the Reference Instrument and/or replacement by a different index concept; or 

(c) any other event which the Index Calculation Agent may at its reasonable discretion deem to 

have a comparable or similar impact on the calculation of the Factor Index in the event no ad-

justment were made. 
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"Valuation Price" of the Reference Instrument for an Index Calculation Day is – subject to an Extraordinary 

Adjustment to the calculation of the index in accordance with section D) – the closing price of the 

Reference Instrument, as determined and published for that day by the Reference Exchange. If an In-
dex Calculation Day falls on a day which is not a Trading Day, the Valuation Price of the immediately 

preceding Index Calculation Day shall continue to apply. If no Valuation Price for the Reference In-
strument is determined or published on a Trading Day, the Index Calculation Agent shall determine 

the Valuation Price of the Reference Instrument for that day on the basis of the most recent prices 
set for the Reference Instrument at its due discretion. 

"Dividend Method" is either individual or flattened (as described below).  

In case of the "individal" Dividend Method the distributions of the constituents of the Reference In-

strument are taken into account individually for the index calculation. The "Dividend" relevant for 

the index calculation according to section C) corresponds to the dividend of the company, exclusive 

of which a constituent of the Reference Instrument is traded on the Ex-dividend Day on the Trading 
Facility which is – according to the Reference Exchange’s concept – relevant for the calculation of 

the Reference Instrument ("Trading Facility"). The Index Calculation Agent thereby takes into ac-

count the respective constituent’s weight in the Reference Instrument. "Ex-dividend Day" is the In-

dex Calculation Day on which the respective constituent of the Reference Instrument trades "ex-
dividend" on the Trading Facility for the first time. 

The "flattened" Dividend Method means that the distributions of the constituents of the Reference 

Instrument are not taken into account individually for the index calculation. Instead, they are con-

sidered by means of a flattened amount which is taken into account for the index calculation con-

tinuously. Therefore, with this Dividend Method the "Dividend" relevant for the index calculation 

according to section C) corresponds to an amount which is determined by the Index Calculation 
Agent at its due discretion to take into account the expected distributions of the Reference Instru-

ment’s constituents pro rata on each Index Calculation Day for the index calculation. In the course 
of this, the Index Calculation Agent considers in particular its expectations regarding the distribu-

tions of the Reference Instrument’s consituents for the next, up to three, months following each In-
dex Calculation Day. The  Index Calculation Agent may adjust such Dividend at ist due discretion on 

any Index Calculation Day, in particular in case of modified dividend expecations. 

On the Index Start Day the individual Dividend Method is applicable. The Index Calculation Agent may 
change the Dividend Method at its due discretion on each Adjustment Day. The changed Dividend 

Method is applicable immediately on that respective Adjustment Day. Such a change of the Dividend 
Method is published by the Index Calculation Agent in accordance with section E). 

"Dividend Tax Factor" shall be 1.0 on the Index Start Day. The Index Calculation Agent may change the 

Dividend Tax Factor at its due discretion on any Index Calculation Day with prospective effect if the 

relevant tax law applicable to the Index Calculation Agent changes, resulting in a change in the 
amount of the – after tax – Dividend virtually accruing to it. 

"Financing Spread" represents (in the form of a premium over the relevant Interest Rate) the financing 

costs which may be incurred when financing through debt the long strategy tracked by the Factor 

Index. 

The Financing Spread on the Index Start Day corresponds to the Initial Financing Spread. The Index 

Calculation Agent then adjusts the "Current Financing Spread" at its due discretion on each Ad-

justment Day to reflect current market conditions and publishes it in accordance with section E) of 
this index description. The adjusted Financing Spread becomes applicable beginning immediately on 

each Adjustment Day. 

"Initial Financing Spread" is 0.1% per annum. 

"Trading Day" is any day on which the Reference Instrument is calculated by the Reference Exchange. 
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"Factor" is 10. It describes the impact that a change in the price of the Reference Instrument has on the 

relevant Factor Index. 

"Index Calculation Agent" is Bank Vontobel AG, Gotthardstrasse 43, 8002 Zurich, Switzerland 

"Index Calculation Day" is every day from Monday to Friday. 

"Index Fee" is 1.0% per annum. The Index Fee is charged each calendar day, beginning on the Index Start 

Day. It is calculated on the basis of a 360-day year and the most recently calculated Index Closing 
Value. 

"Index Closing Value" is calculated each Index Calculation Day by the Index Calculation Agent in accord-

ance with section C) 1) of this index description on the basis of the Valuation Price of the Reference 

Instrument for this Index Calculation Day and published in accordance with section E) of this index 
description.  

"Index Start Day" is 18 August 2014. 

"Index Start Value" is 100 points and represents the Index Closing Value on the Index Calculation Day T=0 

for purposes of index calculation in accordance with C). 

"Index Currency" is USD. 

"Information Page" is https://indices.vontobel.com. 

"Reference Instrument Price" corresponds at any time during the calculation periods for the Reference In-

strument to the price of the Reference Instrument, as calculated by the Reference Exchange and set 

by the Index Calculation Agent. 

"Reference Exchange" is S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. 

"Reference Instrument" is Standard & Poors 500® Index. 

Index type: Price Index 

Currency: USD 

ISIN: US78378X1072 

Bloomberg symbol:  SPX Index 

"Barrier" amounts to 8%. It represents the maximum allowable negative change in the price of the Refer-

ence Instrument as compared to its most recent Valuation Price, before an Intraday Index Adjustment 

is made. 

"Futures Exchange" is Chicago Board Options Exchange. 

"Interest Rate" is USD LIBOR O/N (overnight).  

LIBOR stands for London InterBank Offered Rate. LIBOR is an average of submissions from LIBOR 
contributor banks. Contributor banks submit quotes at which they can obtain unsecured funding in 

the London interbank market for a given period, in a given currency. Every ICE LIBOR rate is calcu-
lated using a trimmed arithmetic mean. Once each submission is received, they are ranked in de-

scending order and then the highest and lowest 25% of submissions are excluded. LIBOR is pro-
duced for five currencies with seven maturities. LIBOR interest rates (ICE LIBOR) are administered 

by ICE Benchmark Administration Limited (IBA) and determined on each business day at 11 am 
(London time). LIBOR O/N (overnight) stands for maturities of 1 day. 

If the Interest Rate is neither set nor published on an Index Calculation Day, the Interest Rate used 

on the immediately preceding Index Calculation Day to calculate the Index in accordance with sec-
tion C) is used.  
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If the Interest Rate is not set or published for ten consecutive Index Calculation Days, the Index Cal-
culation Agent has the right and obligation to stipulate at its due discretion a different relevant In-

terest Rate which functions similarly to the previous Interest Rate. 

 

C) Index calculation 

The Factor Index will be calculated for the first time on the Index Start Day. The initial Index value on the 

Index Start Day corresponds to the Index Start Value. For the period during which the Reference Instrument 
is traded on the Reference Exchange, the relevant current index level is calculated on a continuing basis on 

each Index Calculation Day by the Index Calculation Agent; it is rounded to two decimal points and pub-

lished in accordance with section E).  

One index point corresponds to one unit of the Index Currency. 

C) 1) Index formula 

The Factor Index is calculated for each time t during an Index Calculation Day T in accordance with the 

following formula: 
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where: 

T =  current Index Calculation Day 

IDXt = Index Value at time t on Index Calculation Day T 

IDXT-1 = Index Closing Value on Index Calculation Day T-1 which immediately precedes the cur-

rent Index Calculation Day 

L = Factor: 10 

Rt = Reference Instrument Price at time t 

RT-1 = Valuation Price on Index Calculation Day T-1  

divf = Dividend Tax Factor 

div = Dividend on Index Calculation Day T. In case of the individal Dividend Method this 

amount is 0, except on the Ex-dividend Day 

IRT-1 = Interest Rate on Index Calculation Day T-1 

FST = Financing Spread on Index Calculation Day T 

IG = Index Fee 

d = Number of calendar days between Index Calculation Days T-1 and T 

 

C) 2) Intraday Index Adjustment 

If at time s on Index Calculation Day T the Reference Instrument Price (plus any Dividend multiplied by 

the Dividend Tax Factor: divdivfRs  ) falls below the most recent Valuation Price of the Reference 

Instrument by more than 8% (Barrier), an "Intraday Index Adjustment" takes place, simulating a new 

day: 

s  = T, i.e. IDXT-1 (new) = IDXs 

RT-1 (new)  = RT-1 (old) x 0.92 – divf x div 
d  =  0 
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A new Valuation Price valid after time s (RT-1 (new)) is calculated, whereby the previous Valuation Price 
(RT-1 (old)) is multiplied by 0.92.  

In addition, the net dividend will be deducted (in case of the individual Dividend Method only if the 

Index Calculation Day T is an Ex-dividend Day). Dividend and Dividend Tax Factor will not be considered 
in the index calculation in section C) 1) on the newly simulated Index Calculation Day. 

The financing component remains unchanged. No additional interest or costs are incurred for the newly 

simulated day. 

 

D) Extraordinary Adjustment to Index Calculation 

In the event of an Extraordinary Adjustment Event occurring in relation to the Reference Instrument, the 

Index Calculation Agent will adjust the index calculation on the Reference Date (as defined below). The In-
dex Calculation Agent will – to the extent possible – endeavor to calculate the leverage component as if no 

Extraordinary Adjustment Event had occurred. 

The Index Calculation Agent will generally modify the index calculation by correcting at its due discretion 
the relevant Valuation Price for the Reference Instrument on Index Calculation Day T-1 on the Reference 

Date, in order to factor into the index calculation the adjustments made on the Futures Exchange for fu-
tures and options linked to the Reference Instrument traded there. 

The Index Calculation Agent may adjust the index calculation in some other manner if it deems such ad-

justment necessary in its due discretion in order to account for differences between this Index and the fu-
tures and options traded on the Futures Exchange. Such adjustments may in particular relate to the stipula-

tion of a different Reference Exchange, Futures Exchange or Reference Instrument Price. 

The list of Extraordinary Adjustment Events listed in section B) is not exhaustive. The deciding factor is 
whether the Futures Exchange considers it expedient to adjust the contract size, an underlying or involving 

the relevant Reference Exchange which determines the price of the Reference Instrument. If neither futures 
nor options linked to the Reference Instrument are traded on the Futures Exchange, the adjustment shall be 

made in such a manner in which the Futures Exchange would do so if corresponding futures or options were 
traded there. If doubts arise in this event relating to the application of the modification rules of the Fu-

tures Exchange, the Index Calculation Agent shall decide such questions in its reasonable discretion. The 
rules and regulations of the Futures Exchange shall apply in addition to the provisions set out above. 

If the Reference Instrument (Index) is removed or replaced by a different index concept, or if the license 

agreement between the Reference Exchange and the Index Calculation Agent cannot be renewed, the Index 
Calculation Agent determines – where appropriate by applying an adjusted Reference Instrument Price for 

the Reference Instrument at time t (Rt) – whether and which different index concept will be used in the fu-
ture as a basis for calculating the Factor Index. 

If the Reference Instrument is no longer calculated and determined and/or published by the Reference Ex-

change but by another person, company or institution that the Index Calculation Agent in its reasonable 

discretion considers to be suitable ("Substitute Reference Exchange"), then the Factor Index shall be cal-

culated where applicable on the basis of the Reference Instrument calculated and published by the Substi-

tute Reference Exchange. All references to the Reference Exchange contained in this index description shall 

be deemed to refer analogously to the Substitute Reference Exchange. 

If in the opinion of the Index Calculation Agent it is not possible, for whatever reason, to stipulate a dif-

ferent relevant index concept, the leverage component shall remain unchanged and the index level shall 
be determined solely on the basis of the remaining components of the index formula. 

"Reference Date" within the meaning of this index description is the first Index Calculation Day, on which 

the relevant futures or options are or would be traded on the Futures Exchange by taking into account the 
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adjustment on the Futures Exchange, if corresponding futures or options would be traded on the Futures 
Exchange. 

Adjustments to the Factor Index and all further measures set forth in this section will be announced by the 

Index Calculation Agent in accordance with section E). 

 

E) Announcements 

All announcements pertaining to the Factor Index will be published on the Information Page. Such an-

nouncements shall be deemed to have been given on the date on which they are first published. 

Announcements are made purely for informational purposes and do not represent a precondition for legal 
effectiveness.  

 

 

 


